Join GEMx: Benefits of Membership

A Global Partnership

When your school joins GEMx, you gain instant access to other GEMx Partner Schools—a global community of institutions committed to international exchange as part of their medical education programs. GEMx Partner Schools play an active role in shaping the future of medical education—developing a truly global physician workforce to meet the world’s health care needs.

Medical schools that join GEMx:

- Enhance their professional networks of peer institutions around the world
- Connect with colleagues of other Partner Schools at exclusive GEMx events, where faculty, staff, and students share knowledge and identify needs and solutions
- Offer their students expanded elective opportunities in clinical and research settings hosted by other GEMx Partner Schools
- Can participate in research initiatives, such as assessing outcomes, quality of elective exchanges, and student mobility

Whether your institution is looking to start an exchange program or to take its exchange program to the next level, the GEMx Partnership offers the professional support and resources that you need.

State-of-the-art Elective Management System

GEMx Partner Schools benefit from a comprehensive, web-based tool that centralizes information and management of all aspects of the student exchange process. Partner Schools use the GEMx system to:

- Publish detailed information about their institutions and available electives, including requirements and any required forms
- Verify the eligibility of their students who wish to undertake an elective, based on the students’ academic progress
- Receive and review incoming student applications on-line
- Monitor incoming and outgoing student activities

Enjoy increased exposure for your institution and its elective offerings, and a streamlined, paperless process for both your staff and your students.
Value and Opportunity for Your Students

As a GEMx Partner School, your students can:

- Access electives offered by all other GEMx Partner Schools—increasing the number, variety, and geographic distribution of electives they can consider
- Access information on all available electives in a common format, which simplifies the process of researching and comparing elective opportunities
- Apply to an unlimited number of elective placements through the GEMx paperless application process for all electives of interest
- Benefit from increased opportunities to participate in a global dialogue about student exchanges at international conferences

In keeping with our commitment to make exchanges affordable, participation in GEMx is offered to students at no cost.

Join the GEMx Partnership, and take advantage of all that GEMx has to offer!

What Partner School Representatives Are Saying about GEMx:

I think the biggest thanks goes to GEMx and the team for bringing the institutions together under one umbrella. The GEMx system is very user-friendly and simple to use which makes it a pleasure to work with.

~Fadi Ghosen, Regulatory Affairs Administrator, RCSI Bahrain

GEMx’s role in this, it has been an incredible effort to bring all these schools together for a project that will be life-changing for many students and faculty members!

~Dr. Lilia Graue, Head of the Office for International Relations, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Contact Us

To learn more, we invite you to set up an on-line Skype session at http://gemx.simplybook.me/sheduler/manage or contact a GEMx team member.

By e-mail: info@gemxelectives.org

By telephone: (215) 823-2288, Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern Time in the United States.

ECFMG/GEMx
3624 Market Street, 4th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19104
USA
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